The smartest way to
screen job candidates.
Skills-based screening is a crucial part of the
hiring process and helps companies identify
top talent early on in the hiring process.
Skills-based screening also helps companies
screen out candidates that do not meet the
demands of the job.
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Steps for effective screening:
To adopt skills-based practices, you need to first identify the competencies
(knowledge, skills, and abilities) a candidate or current employee needs for the
specific occupation for which you’re hiring.
1. Make sure your job posting accurately reflects the skills a candidate needs
to successfully do the job.
2. Develop criteria for the skills you are seeking and use them consistently to
screen all candidates.
3. Do not reject candidates for a lack of traditional credentials.

If you haven’t yet, download
the Job Posting Process Guide
and explore examples of
skills-based job posting on
Skillful.com/employers.

Important Note:

Some jobs do require specific licenses or certifications
that you must include in your job posting. For jobs that
don’t require specific licenses or certifications, consider
opening up your talent pool to people who don’t have a
bachelor’s degree. Rejecting candidates who don’t have a
bachelor’s degree or specific work experience, which are
used as proxies to test for foundational and occupational
competencies, will remove potentially great candidates
that have developed skills through other experiences.

Hire Qualified:
Skills-Based Job Postings
Use skills-based hiring to help you
find and keep the talent you need.
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Implement skills-based screening.
Identifying skilled candidates by reviewing resumes (manually or through an applicant tracking
system {ATS}) can be incredibly difficult without the use of proxies. Many companies use ATS’s that
eliminate candidates that lack a specific degree or work experience to reduce their candidate pool to a
manageable number.
While it may be tempting to rely on ATS’s to make your candidate pool smaller, hiring based on skills
can provide your business with long-term benefits. Employers pay 11-30% more for employees with
bachelor’s degrees than those without, and only one-third of the workforce has a bachelor’s degree.1
In your skills-based screening, use skills-based assessments to test candidates’ abilities. A variety of
approaches are available in the market.
Examples: Certain tests evaluate occupational skills. IBM Kenexa Employee Assessments can help
evaluate a candidate’s accounting or Microsoft Office knowledge. Pairin evaluates foundational skills
and compares candidates to your existing workforce to see how they compare to your top performers.
Companies like Catalyte are at the forefront of skills-based screening, eliminating the need for resumes
at all, through the use of artificial intelligence (AI) to determine the most promising candidates.
In addition to focusing your screening process on skills, use assessments to prevent candidates from
single-click resume applications. Skills-based screenings help you limit your pool to serious candidates.

SEE WHAT YOUR CANDIDATES CAN DO.
It’s hard to get to know candidate by glancing at a sheet of paper.
Overreliance on resumes biases the process towards strong writers and
those with visual design skills, which may not be competencies needed for
the job. If you can’t find an assessment that works for you, consider other
options. Think about asking candidates to:
• Answer a short questionnaire designed to determine whether candidates
have used particular skills previously, in what context, and for how long.
• Ask candidates to submit a quick video answering a few questions about
their skill fit for your position.
• Ask candidates to submit a previous, relevant work product (this method
is often used in the design and software development fields).

1

“The practice of seeking a candidate with a four-year college degree for a position currently held by someone with
a high school diploma or an associate’s degree.” Fuller, J., Raman, M., et al. (October 2017). Dismissed By Degrees.
Published by Accenture, Grads of Life, Harvard Business School, 7.
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Don’t overlook the best candidates.
Because conventional screening processes eliminate the most candidates from
your applicant pool with the least amount of information about them, they’ll
likely eliminate some of your best candidates. Make sure other biases are not
interfering with your screening process:
• Do not eliminate candidates for gaps in a resume. Taking time off to raise
children, take care of a family member, or recover from a health issue are
common reasons behind gaps and are not a reflection of someone’s ability
to get the job done.
• Consider using blind resume review to avoid implicit bias.

NEXT STEPS
• Download the screening examples on Skillful.com/employers to get more
additional information on the advantages and disadvantates for various
options for skills-based screening.
• Be sure your job postings reflect the skills needed for the job.
• Ensure your ATS is inclusive to candidates without credentials not
required for the job.
• Search for an appropriate assessment to screen candidates for
relevant skills.
• If you cannot find appropriate assessments, developed internal criteria
for screening resumes manually and considering using a resource like
TalentSonar to guide the process.
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